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Abstract: This paper presents different series concept cascading four single units of dual buck inverter based 

on dual buck topology with phase-shift control using control systems. The dual buck type inverters are still VSI, 

but with the unique topology and operation, they do not have the shoot-through worries, which lead to greatly 

enhanced reliability. With phase-shifted PWM fed to different cascade units, zero crossing distortion is 

eliminated. The phase-shift control increases the equivalent switching frequency by N times that of single-unit 

inverter, which leads to lower current ripple. A 1 kW, 120 V ac output cascade dual buck inverter system has 

been built to validate the proposed topology and by comparing the  results of single unit dual buck inverter, 2-

unit , 3-unit and 4-unit cascade dual buck inverter at 1kW . The THD is reduced for 4-unit cascade inverter 

when compared with 3-unit cascade inverter. This is proved by using FFT analysis in MATLAB SIMULINK.  

Keywords: Cascade unit, dual buck inverter, phase-shift control, shoot-through worries, zero crossing 

distortion 

 

I. Introduction 

In types of multilevel inverters, there are diode clamped multilevel inverter, flying capacitor multilevel 

inverter, cascaded h-bridge multilevel inverter[1-4]. The main concept of diode clamped multilevel inverter is to 

use diodes and provides the multiple voltage levels through different phases to the capacitor banks which are in 

series. The main drawback is maximum output voltage is half of the input dc voltage. The main concept of 

flying capacitor multilevel inverter is to use capacitors. It is of series connection of capacitor clamped switching 

cells. The output voltage is half of the input dc voltage .It can control both the active and reactive power flow. 

But due to the frequency switching losses will take place. In cascaded h-bridge multilevel inverter separate dc 

sources are required for each of the h bridges The cascade type inverters are capable of reaching higher output 

voltage level by using commercially standard lower voltage devices and components. They also feature a 
modular design concept which makes maintenance less burdensome[1-10]. The cascade inverters are well suited 

for utility interface of various renewable energy sources, such as photo voltaics, fuel cells, battery energy 

storage, and electric vehicle drives, where separate dc sources naturally exist[11]-[21]. However, because most 

current cascade inverters are based on a series connection of several single voltage source inverters (VSI) with 

two active devices in one leg, they suffer from shoot-through problems, the most dominating failure of VSI. In 

addition, for the hard-switched cascade inverters operating at higher dc bus voltage, they lose the benefit of 

using power MOSFETs as the active switching devices for efficiency improvement and fast switching speed 

when they are available at certain voltage and power level. For example, when the cell dc bus voltage goes up to 

300 V to 600 V, high voltage power MOSFETs (600 V to 900 V level, like Cool MOS or MD mesh series) 

cannot be adopted to work at hard-switched situations like traditional cascade H-bridge inverters because of the 

reverse recovery issues of the body diode [34]-[38] unless soft-switching techniques are employed [39]-[41]. 
Based on single-unit dual buck inverters a new series of cascade dual buck inverters has been proposed. 

Compared to traditional cascade inverters, it has much enhanced system reliability [22-24]. Thank to no shoot- 

through problems and lower switching loss with the help of using power MOSFETs. Compared to conventional 

VSI-based cascade inverters, cascade dual buck inverter does not have the dead time related issues which can 

easily push the duty cycle to the theoretical limit and fully transfer the energy to load through total PWM. In 

addition, the cascade dual buck inverter can be hard-switched while utilizing the benefits of power MOSFETs at 

certain power levels. 

With phase-shift control, it theoretically eliminates the inherent current zero-crossing distortion of the 

single-unit dual buck type inverter. Phase-shift control is widely used for cascade inverters because it is easy to 

implement with digital controllers and it equivalently increases the switching frequency by the number of 

cascade units, which reduces the output voltage and current ripple [25-27]. For the cascade dual buck inverter, 

phase shift control is adopted as well. Fortunately, with the help of phase-shift control, cascade dual buck 
inverter theoretically eliminates the zero crossing distortion from zero to full load conditions. In addition, phase-
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shift control and cascade topology can greatly reduce the ripple current or cut down the size of passive 

components by increasing the equivalent switching frequency. 

The paper shows topology of the cascade dual buck half bridge inverter and its operation. This paper 
takes single-phase cascade dual buck half-bridge inverter as the analytical and design subject to demonstrate the 

feasibility and advantages of cascade dual buck inverters. The closed-loop control for cascade dual buck inverter 

has been designed and implemented. A cascade dual buck inverter has been designed and tested to demonstrate 

the feasibility and advantages of the system by comparing single-unit dual buck inverter, 2-unit , 3-unit and 4-

unit cascade dual buck inverters at the same 1 kW, 120 V ac output conditions. It shows how much harmonic 

distortion is reduced for single unit, 2-unit, 3-unit and 4-unit at 1kW and 300 W load conditions. 

 

II. Operating Principle 

The single-unit dual buck inverter has two basic forms, dual buck half-bridge inverter [22], [24] and 
dual buck full-bridge inverter [23]. The proposed cascade dual buck inverter has two types accordingly: cascade 

dual buck half-bridge inverter and cascade dual buck full-bridge inverter. This paper will discuss on the 

analysis, design, and testing of the cascade dual buck half-bridge inverter to demonstrate the feasibility and 

advantages of cascade dual buck inverters. 

 
Fig.1. 4-unit cascade dual buck inverter 

 

Fig, 1 shows 4-unit cascade dual buck inverter. It consists of four single units of dual buck half bridge 

inverter. Each unit is composed of two power MOSFETs and two fast recovery diodes. Each unit has two output 

ports, iP and iN(i=1,2,…..,N). 
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In [24], the control strategy for two dual buck half-bridge inverters in series output to obtain higher 

voltage was proposed. However, the two dual buck inverters shared the same dc power supply, had two sets of 

filter inductor and capacitor. The proposed inverter in this paper features a different series connection concept, 
the cascading, which has separate dc power supplies for each cell, and is extended to N unit connection, and 

shares the same filter components. 

 

 
Fig.2. Topology of cascade dual buck half bridge inverter 

 

Fig. 2 shows the topology of the proposed cascade dual buck half-bridge inverter. It consists of N units 

of single dual buck half-bridge inverter. Each unit is composed of two power MOSFETs and two fast recovery 

diodes. Each unit has two output ports, iP and iN (i = 1, 2, . . . , N). To realize the cascade topology, the iN port 

of the ith unit is connected with the (i +1)P port of the (i + 1)th unit, and port 1P and NN are used as the output 

ports. 

S1p and D1p are a working pair, and operate at the positive half-cycle of output current i. S1n and D1n are 

another working pair, and operate at the negative half-cycle of output current i. The single unit operation modes 

are shown in Fig 3 [22],[24]. 

 
Fig .3. Operation modes of single-unit dual buck half-bridge inverter. (a) Positive current, S1p turned ON. 

(b) Positive current, D1p free-wheeling. (c) Negative current, S1n turned ON. (d) Negative current, D1n 

free-wheeling 
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In single unit operation modes in Fig 3(a) when S1p is turned on we will get positive current and in the 

second case in Fig 3(b) D1p acts as free wheeling we will get positive current and in the third case in Fig 3 (c) 

when S1n is turned on we will get negative current and in the fourth case in Fig 3(d) D1n acts as free wheeling 
and we will get negative current. 

For the cascade dual buck inverter, if phase-shift control is not adopted, we can switch all the units 

exactly the same way as single-unit inverter. This means the PWMs for S1p and S1n are the same. However, this 

will bring the zero-crossing distortion problem of single-unit dual buck inverters into the cascade topology. In 

addition, without phase-shift control, the cascade topology loses the benefits of increased equivalent switching 

frequency and reduced output current ripple.  

Therefore, the proposed cascade dual buck inverter utilizes the phase-shift control technique to 

eliminate the zero-crossing distortion problem of single unit dual buck inverter and at the same time achieve 

higher equivalent switching frequency thus cutting down output current ripple.  

 

III. Phase-Shift Control Analysis 

In single-unit dual buck type inverter based on the direction of output current switch is selected. This 

operation leads to the drawback current zero crossing distortion. This issue can be reduced by turning on both 

S1p and S1n near zero-crossing period. However, this remedy is against the operating principle and the best 

feature of the dual buck type inverter, which is high reliability by avoiding turning on both active switches at the 

same time. In addition, this passive measure results in higher switching losses because at zero-crossing period 

two switches are switching while the original goal of dual buck inverter is to have only one switch operating at 

given time.  

With phase-shift control, it theoretically eliminates the inherent current zero-crossing distortion of the 

single-unit dual buck type inverter. In addition, phase-shift control and cascade topology can greatly reduce the 
ripple current or cut down the size of passive components by increasing the equivalent switching frequency 

operating at any given time. 

       

 
Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit of single-unit half-bridge dual buck inverter when S1p is ON. 

 

In order to illustrate the phase-shift control, single-unit half bridge dual buck inverter and 2-unit 

cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter are analyzed. Fig. 4 shows the equivalent circuit of single-unit half-

bridge dual buck inverter when S1p is ON. Fig. 5 shows the gate signal of S1p and the current through output 

inductor i1 . The shaded area of Fig. 5 corresponds to the operation mode shown by Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 5: Gate signal of S1p and current i1 through output inductor of single-unit half-bridge dual buck 

inverter. 
  The current ripple of i1 can be derived from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 as follows: 

                                                

                                       (1) 

where Ds is the duty cycle of the switch S1p , 0.5 ≤ Ds ≤1(Bipolar SPWM), and Ts = 1/ fs and  fs is the switching 

frequency of S1p. 
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At zero-crossing period, Ds is approaching 0.5. Therefore, the current ripple of i1 at zero-crossing 

region is not zero. The same analysis applies to the negative half-cycle current. After the two half-cycle current 

switch switching frequency component are filtered by output capacitor Cf , the current io1 gets its average 
component. It connects the averages of positive half-cycle current and negative half-cycle current at zero-

crossing period. Because both half-cycle current averages at zero crossing are not zero, there is a jump from the 

negative average to the positive average, which is the current zero-crossing distortion. Since the load is resistive, 

the output voltage vo has the same shape as io1, and thus has the distortion. In light load condition, the resistance 

is much larger, so the zero-crossing distortion of the output voltage is amplified by the multiplication of the 

distorted current and the load resistance. 

Fig. 6 shows the experimental  result of output current i1 and output voltage vo across the load at zero-

crossing period of single-unit dual buck inverter. 

 
Fig. 6. Experimental result of single-unit half-bridge dual buck inverter at zero crossing period. 

 

Fig. 7 shows the equivalent circuit of 2-unit cascade half bridge dual buck inverter when S1p and S2p are 

both ON. Fig. 8 shows the gate signals of S1p and S2p, and the current through output inductor i2 . The shaded 

area of Fig. 8 corresponds to the operation mode shown by Fig.7. The 2-unit phase-shift angle is 180◦ (phase-

shift angle is 360◦/N). In order to generate the same output voltage vo , the 2-unit cascade inverter needs two dc 

sources with 0.5Vdc each. 

 
Fig. 7. Equivalent circuit of 2-unit cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter when S1p and S2p are both ON. 
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Fig. 8. Gate signals of S1p , S2p , and current i2 through output inductor of 2-unit cascade half-bridge dual 

buck inverter. 

The current ripple of i2 can be derived from Figs. 7 and 8 as follows: 

                             
      (2) 

If L1p = L2p , (2) can be rewritten as 

    (3) 
In order to find the generalized equation of current ripple with phase-shift control for n-unit cascade 

half-bridge dual buck inverter, a similar process of derivation has been conducted for a sufficient number of 

samples, from 3-unit inverter up to 5-unit inverter. The results are shown in Table I and it is under the 

assumption that L1p = L2p = Lnp. 
 

Table I Current ripple derivation for 3, 4, and 5-unit cascade dual buck inverters 
Unit ) 

3 

 
4 

 
5 

 

 

From Table I, the generalized form of current ripple for n unit cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter 

can be derived in the following: 

  (4) 

Where [x] is the ceiling function, and is defined as the smallest integer not less than x 

                   (5) 

Where x is a real number, m is an integer, and Z is the set of integers. 

As can be seen from (4), at zero-crossing period, Ds is very close to 0.5, and thus the current ripple at 

zero-crossing region is greatly reduced compared to single-unit inverter. Theoretically, when n is the even 

number, there is no current distortion at zero-crossing point because _(n − 1)/2_ /n is equal to 0.5. It is obvious 

with the increase of the number of cascade units, the current ripple becomes smaller and smaller. 
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Fig. 9. Experimental result of 2-unit cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter at zero crossing period. 

         

Fig. 9 shows the experimental result of output current i2 and output voltage vo across the load at zero-

crossing period of 2-unit dual buck inverter with phase-shift control. The distortion is greatly reduced compared 

to single unit dual buck inverter. 

 
Fig.10 . Experimental result of 3-unit cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter at zero crossing period 

          

Fig 10 shows the experimental result of output current i3 and output voltage vo across the load at zero 

crossing period of 3- unit dual buck inverter with phase shift control. Compared to 2-unit cascade dual buck 

inverter the distortion is reduced. 

       

 
Fig.11. Experimental result of 4-unit cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter at zero crossing period 
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Fig 11 shows the experimental result of output current i4 and output voltage vo across the load at zero 

crossing period of 4- unit dual buck inverter with phase shift control. Compared to single unit, 2-unit , 3- unit 

cascade dual buck inverter the distortion is reduced in 4 –unit cascade dual buck inverter. 
From Figs. 6 and 9, we can see that the equivalent switching frequency of 2-unit cascade inverter with 

phase-shift control is doubled, which leads to current ripple cut-down. From (1) and (3), the current ripple ratio 

is 

   (6) 

  Since Lip is already serving as the filter inductor, and if Lf = 0, (6) can be analyzed as 

                   (7) 

We can see that at zero-crossing, the ratio reaches the lowest, zero, and climbs up when Ds increases. 

Even as Ds approaches 1, the maximum ratio is only 25%.      

 

 
Fig.12. The average model of N-unit cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter. 

 

IV. Control Systems 

There are two types of control systems. They are 1) open loop system and 2) closed loop system.  Open 

loop system is used where the calibrated output is already known for a specified input. The systems working on 

time basis are open loop system. No feedback from output to input. 

Closed loop system is that point at which output is measured and given back to feedback. In a feedback 

control system, information about performance is measured and that information is used to correct how the 

system performs. In positive feedback closed loop system is used in the design of electronic oscillators. In 

negative feedback is used for all industrial applications for controlling the temperature, pressure, voltage and 

power flow.  
 

4.1. Closed-Loop System Control Design          
In order to demonstrate the feasibility and advantages of cascade dual buck inverter, the closed-loop 

control is derived and designed below for a 1 kW, 120 V ac standalone system. 

Fig. 12 shows the average model of N-unit cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter. dj (j = 1, . . . , n) is 

the duty cycle of each corresponding unit and Lj (j = 1, . . . , n) is the output inductor of each unit 

 

                                                               

                    

                                                            (8) 

 
Fig. 13. The equivalent average model of N-unit cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter. 
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From Fig. 12, we have the following relation 

                  (9) 
dj can be different from each other. However, to maintain the power balance of each cascade unit, it is desirable 

to have equal dj. So if d1 = d2 = ・ ・ ・ = dn = d, (9) can be rewritten as 

                     

                                     (10) 
Define L = ΣLj + Lf , and we have the following equation from Fig. 12: 

                            

                               (11)    

Transform (11) to s domain, we have      

                               

                           (12) 
So the transfer functions from duty cycle d to current i and voltage vo to current i are as follows: 

                         

                                                (13) 

 

                                                           (14) 

Where Gid (s) is the control-to-output transfer function and Giv (s) is an uncontrolled feed-forward term. 

By introducing admittance compensation controller GAC(s), shown in Fig. 13, the undesirable term can be 

cancelled out, which brings in smoother zero-current start-up and reduced current steady-state error [31], [32]. 

 
Fig. 14. Control block diagram of N-unit cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter operating at standalone 

mode. 

 

Fig. 14 shows the control block diagram of N-unit cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter operating at 

standalone mode. The closed-loop design adopts dual-loop design, the inner current loop with a simple 

proportional controller GP (s) to achieve fast dynamic response with enough stability margin and the outer 

voltage loop with a PR controller GPR(s) to ensure a higher loop gain at fundamental frequency reducing the 

steady-state voltage error[28]-[30]. For this 1 kW, 120 V ac output cascade inverter system, the controllers are 

designed as follows. 

 For the PR controller in (15), kp is the proportional gain, kr is the resonant gain, and ωc is the 

equivalent bandwidth of the resonant controller. In principle, the bandwidth ωc needs to be as small as possible 

to obtain a highly selective bandwidth, but for digital implementation, it is quite difficult to realize a small ωc. 
The controller gain at fundamental frequency can be increased by increasing either kp or kr. 

On the other hand, kp and kr cannot be too high because this will impair system stability[29],[30],[42]. 

With all the considerations above, the parameters for PR controller in this design have been chosen as 

                                          

                                (15) 
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Where       

A current loop in a dual-loop system is designed to have a high loop bandwidth with enough stability 

margin rather than to reduce the current steady-state error by providing a high gain at fundamental 

frequency[42]. In this design, a simple proportional controller will meet the requirement 

                                                   

                                            (16) 

In [32], the equivalent dc bus voltage is Vdc for single unit inverter system, and thus the outcome of 
admittance compensation term is the reciprocal of Vdc. From Fig. 14, we can clearly see that the equivalent dc 

bus voltage for the cascade dual-buck inverter is NVdc/2. Therefore, the admittance compensation transfer 

function is obtained as follows: 

                                       

                                        (17) 
In order to close the outer voltage loop, shown in Fig. 14, Gvi(s) is derived below based on the model in Fig. 13 

                                   

                                   (18) 
GLPF(s) is second-order low pass filter with cut-off frequency 5 kHz and a damping ratio 0.7. 

 

With the designed controllers above, the Bode plot of both compensated inner current loop gain and 

compensated outer voltage loop gain is shown in Fig. 15. As can be seen, the current loop has the cross-over 

frequency 1.2 kHz with gain margin 15.3 dB and phase margin 70.7◦. The voltage loop has the cross-over 

frequency 209 Hz with phase margin 87.2◦, and at 60 Hz fundamental frequency it has a gain of 35.5 dB to 

reject the steady state error. 
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(b) 

Fig. 15. Bode plot of compensated inner current loop gain and outer voltage loop gain. (a) Bode plot of 

compensated current loop gain. (b) Bode plot of compensated voltage loop gain. 

 

V. Comparative Simulation Result 

To prove the viability and merits of the proposed cascade dual buck inverter with phase-shift control, a 
1 kW, 120 V ac output cascade dual buck half-bridge inverter system in standalone operation was designed and 

tested. The switching frequency of the devices is set to be 20 kHz. The passive components are selected as 

follows: Lj p = Lj n = 250 μH, Lf = 1 mH, Cf = 2.4 μF, and Cd = 1.2 mF. The system has the ability of serving as 

single-unit, 2-unit, 3-unit, 4-unit systems. For comparison, tests were conducted with single-unit, 2-unit, 3-unit, 

4-unit systems. All the output power of three tests is 1 kW, and output ac voltage is 120 V RMS. For single-unit 

system, Vdc is 360 V, and for 2-unit cascade system, Vdc is 180 V, 3-unit cascade system, Vdc is 120 V, 4-unit 

cascade system, Vdc is 120V.  

 
Fig. 16. PWM generation for all switches of N-unit cascade half-bridge dual buck inverter with phase-

shift control. 

 
Fig. 16 shows the PWM generation flow chart based on the current reference signal. 
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17(a) 

 

 
17(b) 

 
17(c) 

 
17(d) 

Fig.  17. Output current io , ac and dc voltage waveforms for single-unit, 2-unit cascade, 3-unit cascade 

inverter and 4-unit cascade inverter at 1 kW. (a) Single-unit inverter. (b) 2-unit cascade inverter. (c) 3-

unit cascade inverter. (d) 4- unit cascade inverter 
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Fig. 17 shows the output current io through load and voltage waveforms of single-unit dual buck 

inverter, 2-unit cascade dual buck inverter, 3-unit cascade and 4- unit cascade dual buck inverter at 1kW output. 

It is clear that with phase-shift control for 2-unit system and 3-unit system, the current zero-crossing distortion 
was reduced. Compared to 2- unit and 3-unit system the distortion is less in 4-unit cascade dual buck inverter.  

However, the single-unit zero-crossing is severe. The distortion problem is more obvious in light load conditions 

for single-unit inverter. Fig. 18 shows the comparison between single-unit inverter, 2-unit cascade inverter and 

3- unit cascade inverter at 300 W output. The aggravated current and voltage distortion with very high THD will 

be intolerable and impose a risk for the load operation. In contrast, the cascade dual buck inverter with phase-

shift control does not have this distortion at light load either. The THD is measured for both single-unit inverter 

and cascade dual buck inverter under full load and light load conditions.  As can be seen, the THD at 300 W for 

single-unit inverter is 10% while for cascade dual buck inverter it is only around 1%. 

 

Table II THD measurement for both single-unit and cascade 

Dual buck inverters 
 1kW 

 Vo(%) io(%) 

1-unit 2.65 2.69 

2-unit 0.91 0.83 

3-unit 0.91 0.83 

4-unit 0.45 0.41 

 
 300W 

 Vo(%) io(%) 

1-unit 10.54 10.54 

2-unit 1.7 1.5 

3-unit 1.52 1.21 

 

  
18(a) 

 

 
18(b) 
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18(c) 

Fig.18. Output current io, ac and dc voltage waveforms for single-unit, 2-unit, 3-unit cascade inverter 

system at 300 W. (a) Single-unit inverter. (b) 2-unit cascade inverter. (c) 3- unit Cascade inverter 

 

 
 

Fig. 19.  Voltage waveforms across split capacitors for 3-unit cascade dual buck half-bridge inverter 

system at 1 kW. 
    

  
20 (a) 
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20(b) 

 
20(c) 

 
20(d) 

Fig.  20. Output positive half-cycle current iP , ac and dc voltage waveforms for single-unit, 2-unit 

cascade, 3-unit and 4-unit cascade inverter system at 1 kW. (a) Single-unit inverter. (b) 2-unit cascade 

inverter. (c) 3-unit cascade inverter.(d) 4- unit cascade inverter 
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21(a) 

 
21(b) 

 
21(c) 
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21(d) 

  
21(e) 

 
21(f) 

Fig. 21. Load step-up and step-down tests for single-unit inverter,3-unit cascade inverter and 4-unit 

cascade inverter. (a) Load step-up test for single-unit inverter. (b) Load step-down test for single-unit 

inverter. (c) Load step-up test for 3-unit cascade inverter. (d) Load step-down test for 3-unit cascade 

inverter.(e) Load step-up test for 4-unit cascade inverter. (f) Load step-down test for 4-unit cascade 

inverter 
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Fig. 19 shows the voltage vcd1 and vcd2 across the split capacitors from one cell of 3-unit cascade dual 

buck half-bridge inverter. For the cascade dual buck half-bridge inverter, the split capacitors are needed for each 

cascade unit. It can be seen that the voltage of the capacitors is naturally balanced. In some cases, if the voltage 
across the capacitors is unbalanced, due to use of different types of capacitors, different ESR or other factors, a 

voltage balance compensator might be considered [33] to solve the issue. The cascade dual buck full-bridge 

inverter is a better alternative to save two split capacitors and totally avoid the issue. Fig. 20 shows the positive 

half cycle output current ip through inductor and voltage waveforms of single-unit dual buck inverter, 2-unit 

cascade dual buck inverter 3-unit and 4-unit cascade dual buck inverter. dp is the duty cycle for current positive 

half-cycle. This shows the unique operating feature of single-unit dual buck inverter is inherited by cascade dual 

buck inverter. Every dual buck unit in the cascade system maintains the no shoot- through characteristic, and 

thus leads to a more robust and reliable cascade inverter system than traditional voltage source based cascade 

inverter. Fig. 21 shows the output current and voltage waveforms of single-unit inverter and 3-unit cascade dual 

buck inverter under load step conditions. Load step-up and step-down tests were done to show the fast dynamics 

and good stability of the designed control system for cascade dual buck inverter. Even though single-unit system 
can withstand load change, its inherent zero-crossing distortion will affect the control system and be harmful to 

the load. Fig 21 (a) shows the step up test for single unit inverter the distortions are more compared with 3- unit 

cascade inverter 21(b) shows the step down test for single unit inverter. Fig s 21(c),21(d)  shows the step- up 

and step- down tests for three unit cascade inverter. Fig s 21(e), 21(f) shows the step-up and step- down tests for 

4- unit cascade inverter. Compared to 3-unit distortion is less in 4-unit.  

 

VI. Conclusion 

Based on four single units of dual buck inverter 4-unit cascade dual buck inverter is proposed. The 

cascade dual buck inverter   has all the merits of traditional cascade inverters, and improves on its reliability by 
eliminating shoot-through worries and dead-time concerns. With the adoption of phase-shift control, the cascade 

dual buck inverter solves the inherent current zero-crossing distortion problem of single-unit dual buck inverter. 

To prove the effectiveness of the proposed topology and control scheme, a cascade dual buck half-

bridge inverter system operating at standalone mode with 1 kW, 120 V ac output capability has been designed 

and tested. Comparing the experimental results of single-unit dual buck inverter, 2-unit,3-unit and 4- unit 

cascade dual buck inverters at 1 kW  the total harmonic distortion is measured and at 300W also the total 

harmonic distortion is measured. 
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